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The acclaimed author of The Tinned Fish Cookbook turns to fresh, eco-friendly seafood with

95 veggie-loving, globe-trotting recipes—spectacularly photographed by David

Loftus“Joyful. . . . Bart continues to raise the global standards of the fish on our tables in a very

delicious way!”—Josh Niland, author of The Whole Fish CookbookGrilled, sautéed, roasted,

even raw—veggies and fish are perfect for each other. But traditionally, fish has been the main

event. Bart van Olphen flips the script in this exciting new cookbook starring healthy, fresh

produce, with delicious fish and shellfish in the supporting role. Sail away on a world tour of

cuisine in 95 mouthwatering recipes—from Italian-inspired Tomato & Tuna Gnocchetti to Miso

Eggplant with Fried Mackerel from Japan. FLAVORFUL RAW DISHES, like Cucumber &

Fennel Salad with Gin & Tonic Salmon and Vegetable Ceviche with Hake & Jalapeño Tiger’s

MilkSAVORY CURRIES & STEWS, like Yellow Curry with Mussels and Vegetable Stew with

Saffron & MonkfishSCRUMPTIOUS SNACKS & SANDWICHES, like Crudités with Anchoïade

& Tapenade and Pan BagnatBELOVED CLASSICS REIMAGINED, like Seaweed-Salmon

Burgers with Celery Rémoulade, Spaghetti Carbonara with Spinach, Dulse & Smoked

SalmonAn impassioned advocate of sustainable fishing, Bart also demystifies ethical

shopping and spotlights eco-friendly seaweeds and sea vegetables in irresistible dishes like

Sea Lavender & Water Spinach with Shrimp & Tarragon Cream. Spectacularly photographed

by David Loftus, this inspired cookbook will change the way you eat Veggies & Fish!
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IntroductionVegetables & FishYears ago, when I was at culinary school and working in

restaurant kitchens, it was simple: When you put together a dish, you’d start by choosing your

meat, game, poultry, or fish, preferably in a generous portion of 6½ ounces (180 grams) or

more. Next, you turned your attention to the sauce, and only then did you start thinking about

vegetables and a starchy element. Both were a kind of filler, if anything, and sometimes they

didn’t even complement each other very well. And the seasonality and provenance of your

ingredients were certainly not part of the equation. Fortunately, it’s all totally different now.Since

entering the world of fish some fifteen years ago, I’ve seen many changes. Not only have

people begun to appreciate vegetables a lot more, but we’re also paying more attention to

where products are sourced. At the same time, there’s a growing group of consumers who, as

a matter of principle, oppose factory farming. Similarly, awareness of fishing methods and fish

farming is on the rise, and here, too, provenance plays a key role. And I’ve seen a difference in

the way seafood is prepared and consumed.In recent years, my culinary trips to Peru, Sri

Lanka, Indonesia, Italy, and many other countries have inspired me to change the way I cook. I

never really stopped to think about it, but vegetables gradually took on a more prominent role—

in part because I wanted a healthier diet for me and my children, but also because I began to

derive more pleasure from them. I was fascinated by the many different flavors, textures, and

colors that vegetables provide. Without neglecting the fish, I took to experimenting with the

abundance of the vegetable world. Where once I’d treated vegetables as a mere garnish—and

later accorded them equal status with the proteins at the center of the plate—I now often turn

to vegetables as the cornerstone of my recipes. Fish still plays an important role, but it’s served

in smaller portions.The interesting thing about all this is that not only do the textures, flavors,

and colors of vegetables combine fabulously well with fish, but the preparation and cooking

times of the two aren’t too dissimilar. In fact, the worlds of veggies and fish have a lot in

common. Maybe more than you’d think. Obviously, both offer endless variety. Many fish and



vegetables can be eaten raw, while cooking them is quick and easy. They’re packed with

healthy nutrients and are best eaten when in season. And to cap it all, they’re absolutely

delicious. In short, you can create the tastiest vegetable and fish dishes in no time at all.The

book is organized mostly by preparation techniques. The recipes, as always beautifully

photographed by my dear friend and top photographer David Loftus, are a fun mix of cuisines

from around the world and range from simple breakfast dishes (yup, you can have fish for

breakfast!) to rich and festive dining. I hope this book will inspire you to eat more fish, like I do,

but focus on the vegetables.Bart van Olphen, June 2021

Vegetables, Seaweeds & HerbsIt’s fascinating to see just how many vegetables there are. Big

and small, in all colors of the rainbow, and with lots of different textures. And given the huge

variety of flavors, there’s so much you can do with them. Honestly, I can’t think of a single

vegetable that doesn’t combine well with fish. But because this book is intended as a source of

inspiration and not as a reference book, I’ll limit myself to those vegetables that I like to

combine with fish—preferably organic and seasonal, of course. I also welcome this opportunity

to share my love of fresh herbs, as well as seaweeds and sea vegetables, which are widely

seen as the food of the future.Vegetables & FruitsBelow is a list of the vegetables that I use the

most in combination with fish. But this is just a start—there are so many others that lend

themselves to tasty veggie-and-fish dishes.ArtichokeStriking because of its beautiful shape

and especially its unique flavor, artichoke is one of my favorite vegetables. Artichokes can be

cooked whole or turned with the hard outer leaves and the hairy inner choke cut away. The

heart is soft, with a subtle flavor, but the leaves are good too, dipped in anchovy sauce, for

example, and then scraped with your teeth. Canned or jarred artichoke hearts are an

acceptable alternative to the fresh version of this thistle bud.AsparagusWhite asparagus grows

underground, green asparagus above ground. The white variety has to be peeled before

preparation, the green one only trimmed. White asparagus has a soft and delicate flavor, while

the green spears are stronger tasting and have a firmer texture. That’s where the differences

end. Boiled, grilled, or oven-roasted, both pair really well with fish (or else they wouldn’t be in

this book!). You can tell whether asparagus is fresh by looking at the end of the stalk: It should

be tender and not dry. And when you pick up a bunch and rub the stalks together, they should

“squeak” a little (no, really!).AvocadoThanks to its rich and creamy flavor, this fruit is great raw,

either coarsely chopped or mashed. When you buy an avocado, make sure it’s ready to eat;

you can also speed up the ripening process by placing an avocado in a brown paper bag with a

banana. A dash of lemon or lime juice helps to retain the avocado’s beautiful green

color.BeetThe earthy and sweet flavor of beets is a perfect complement for pickled or smoked

fish with a tangy dressing. It’s also fun to combine different colors, like red, yellow, and red-and-

white striped Chioggia beets. Thinly sliced, they can be eaten raw, but they’re also good boiled

or oven-roasted.Bell PepperDifferent color bell peppers all have subtly different flavors. The

green variety—which is harvested earlier—is slightly bitter; the yellow variety is less bitter and

has a hint of sweetness; and the orange and red bell peppers are sweeter still. Bell peppers

also add a pleasant crunch to dishes. They are delicious eaten raw, roasted, braised, or as the

base of a robust sauce.CarrotAll carrots pair well with fish. They’re good eaten raw as well as

boiled or steamed, but caramelized roasted carrots are my personal favorite. Roasting

intensifies this root vegetable’s natural sweetness and concentrates its flavor. Although usually

orange in hue, green, purple, white, and yellow carrots are readily available,

too.CauliflowerCauliflower has a distinct cabbage flavor—mild, with a hint of bitterness. Though

white cauliflower is the most popular, the colored varieties (purple, green, and orange) are



becoming more widely available, and provide a touch of vibrancy to your dish. Cauliflower is

delicious paired with crab or lobster or served raw with a good anchovy sauce.ChileYellow,

green, red—they all make an appearance in this book, from the extremely pungent ají amarillo

from Peru to the milder jalapeño from Mexico. Chiles are central to curries, but they can also be

used in countless other recipes. The amount of capsaicin determines how hot the chile is. To

get the flavor but not the overpowering heat, remove the seeds before adding the chile to your

dish.CucumberCucumber doesn’t have a very distinctive flavor, which may be why it’s such a

satisfyingly fresh addition to many fish recipes. The seeds can be removed for a firmer texture.

For a more concentrated flavor, diced cucumber can be sprinkled with salt and left to drain in a

kitchen towel or sieve over a bowl in the fridge overnight.EggplantYou’ll notice that I have a lot

of love for eggplant. Its almost-meaty texture easily absorbs other flavors. It can be used in all

kinds of ways, but it’s best eaten cooked. Much of the flavor is in the skin, so I never remove it.

But if you’re not yet a fan, you can try it without the skin.FennelFennel is my favorite vegetable

match for fish. It contains the compound estragole, which gives it that delicious aniseed flavor.

So does tarragon, another perfect combination. Fennel can be used in all kinds of ways—raw,

slowly braised, and everything in between. And don’t forget to use the delicious green fronds!

GarlicThis flavorful plant belongs to the same family as onions, leeks, and chives. I always try

to get hold of green garlic. This bulb with its distinctive green stalk is more widely available

these days and has a milder, subtler flavor than its more mature dried sibling. But don’t let that

stop you from using standard garlic that has been let dry. When sautéing onion and garlic as

the basis of a dish, add the garlic last, as overcooking can make it bitter.Lemon & LimeUnder a

single heading, but only for convenience’s sake, as they taste quite different. To my mind, limes

have a fresher, fruitier aroma and a tangier flavor, while lemons taste a bit sharper. The juice of

both citrus fruits can give your dish that extra kick it needs. The most concentrated flavor is

actually in the rind, which is delicious grated onto a dish. Always opt for organic lemon and lime

when you’re using the zest or preserving.LettuceLettuce is the collective name for leafy greens

that are eaten raw. I like to switch things up and use different varieties including romaine,

iceberg, curly endive, red leaf, green leaf, and butter. Some, like romaine and iceberg, can be

grilled or pan-fried, too.OnionYellow onions have a sharp flavor when raw, but long, slow

cooking makes them deliciously sweet (see Pesce in Saor). Red onion is less sharp, which is

why it’s frequently added raw to salads. Shallots are mild and sweet with a hint of sharpness.

All small fresh onions (like scallions and spring onions) can be eaten whole, greens and all,

and work well raw in salads or scattered over soups.PotatoThere are as many varieties as

there are flavors. I’ll keep it simple in this book and stick to starchy potatoes (such as russets or

baking potatoes) and waxy potatoes (such as red-skin potatoes or fingerlings). The sweet

potato, which I also love, is technically from a different family, but no less delicious. If you like to

cook potatoes with their skins on, make sure to scrub them first with a brush and cold water.

Potatoes can’t be eaten raw, but prepared in any way, they are perfect with fish.SpinachIn this

book I use baby spinach, mature spinach, and water spinach. Whichever you buy, make sure

the leaves look fresh, are firm and crisp, and are thoroughly rinsed. The stalks should snap

when you bend them. I use all varieties in hot dishes, and baby spinach in cold

preparations.TomatoTomatoes are available in all shapes and sizes, flavors, and colors. The

standard tomato is a bit bland (especially out of season) but—like canned tomato—excellent

for soups and sauces. Beefsteak tomatoes, which are less watery and have fewer seeds, are

good in salads and other cold preparations. The oval-shaped Roma or plum tomato has a fuller

and sweeter aroma and is relatively dry. Unlike the varieties mentioned above, vine tomatoes

are ripened on the vine and have a much fuller flavor. Finally, there’s the cherry tomato. With



great differences in the intensity of flavor, I often opt for the vine-grown variety.ZucchiniThis

firm vegetable comes from the same family as pumpkin and cucumber and has a subtle,

neutral flavor and a soft texture after preparation. The beautiful flowers of the zucchini plant are

delicious, too, and can be stuffed and then steamed or deep-fried (mozzarella-and-anchovy–

stuffed flowers are a classic). Although zucchini are mostly green, yellow varieties are

available, too.Seaweeds & Sea VegetablesThe sea is full of fish and shellfish, but we often

forget that it’s home to countless plants, too. Plants that grow in salt water are known as

seaweeds. They are essential for marine life, as they absorb carbon dioxide and produce

oxygen. Their role is comparable to that of the rain forest on land. Seaweeds are available

preserved in salt, dried, and occasionally fresh. Sea vegetables grow on land, near the ocean.

They thrive in saline soil, which helps them survive along the coast and in brackish

areas.SeaweedsDulseThis red weed grows around the North Atlantic coast. When briefly fried

in butter, dried dulse is reminiscent of bacon.KelpKelp is a brown alga that grows in shallow

waters. Atlantic Sea Farms, based in Maine, grows stunning native kelp. They diversify how

coastal waters are used by providing a domestic, fresh, healthy alternative to imported

seaweed, which currently makes up 90 percent of the seaweed used in the US. And they

employ heritage lobster fishermen, teaching them a new way to work on the water while

helping to restore the ocean’s abundance.NoriNori is best known as the seaweed wrapped

around sushi rolls. It’s crispy, savory, and light in texture.Sea SpaghettiThe long strands of this

brown seaweed grow along European coastlines and in the northeast Atlantic Ocean. It’s

creamy and briny, but acquires a nutty, savory flavor when baked.WakameWakame has an

intense and savory flavor. It can be used in the same way as leafy greens. This seaweed grows

abundantly in the coastal areas of Japan, Korea, and China, as well as other temperate

regions around the world. It is commonly used to make chuka wakame, a Japanese seaweed

salad.Sea VegetablesIce PlantThe leaves of these green sea plants are covered in distinctive

crystals. The flavor is sharp, briny, and bright, the texture crisp.Marsh SamphireThis sea

vegetable, also known as glasswort, is available year-round. The salty spears are good in fish

and vegetable dishes, either raw or briefly sautéed.Sea FennelThis briny version of the anise-

like fennel is a true taste sensation. Also known as rock samphire, it’s great in a mixed salad or

as a garnish on hot dishes.Sea lavenderThis leafy sea vegetable has a savory, briny flavor. The

leaves can be used in the same way as other leafy vegetables, either raw or briefly

sautéed.HerbsFresh herbs can form the basis of a dish or provide the finishing touch. In this

book, I use a wide variety of herbs—some with a very pronounced flavor, others that impart a

more subtle note to the food.ChervilChervil has a mild aniseed flavor. The sprigs, with their

delicate leaf structure, can be used in salads and in hot fish dishes.ChivesChives have a mild

onion flavor. The thin stalks are ideal for adding to dressings and salads or as a garnish.

Chives should not be heated.CilantroYou either love it or you hate it. Cilantro looks a bit like flat-

leaf parsley, while its flavor could be described as a cross between parsley and lemon. I use it

a great deal, especially in Asian-inspired dishes. It’s hard to think of a Thai shrimp curry, for

example, without cilantro.DillDill has soft and feathery leaves with a lovely aroma. The delicate

flavor pairs exceptionally well with fish (think of gravlax, for instance). Use it sparingly, as too

much dill can tip the balance of your dish.MintThis fresh herb has firm, oval-shaped leaves.

The stalks are best discarded, while the leaves are either coarsely or finely chopped before

use.OreganoOregano’s tiny leaves are pungent, highly aromatic, and slightly sweet. I like to

use oregano in baked and roasted dishes, and sometimes cold or raw. Marjoram is a good

substitute.ParsleyThis herb can be used in both hot and cold dishes. I personally prefer flat-leaf

parsley to its curly counterpart, as it’s more subtle. Parsley has a delicate aroma, so you can’t



really go wrong with it.RosemaryGiven its strong aroma, this herb is not often paired with fish.

But it works well with oilier fish like salmon. Rosemary is also good in lots of vegetable dishes

and with potatoes, especially when oven-roasted.SageSage has elongated velvety green

leaves, and its full flavor pairs well with fish and sweeter vegetables such as carrot and sweet

potato.TarragonTarragon has elongated leaves with an aniseed aroma. This herb is wonderful

in sauces, soups, and dressings. A great friend to fish!ThymeThyme has tiny aromatic leaves

that impart a savory note to your dish. Use it sparingly, like rosemary, oregano, and sage, as

the strong flavor can easily dominate.
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TAM, “Beautiful photos, hunger inducing!. Gorgeous pics, made a great gift”

hanna_sawyer43, “Beautiful book!. Fantastic recipe book for adding more veggies in with your

seafood. Yes the recipes are for more advanced cooks but the book has absolute mouth

watering pictures! What did I like? The cookbook has a Mediterranean feel but I largely

acknowledged the Italian dishes. That Gnocchi looked amazing as well as the lasagna. If

someone served any of these gorgeous dishes to me I’d not hesitate to eat. Would I

recommend or buy? I would love a copy for my shelf! This book is for brave beginners up to

culinary gods. If you have a seafood lover then this would definitely appeal to them. I enjoyed

looking at the recipes and amazing photos. Five stars for a beautiful cookbook! I received a

complimentary ecopy to examine and this is a voluntary review! Kudos to the author! Gorgeous

book!”

The book by Bart van Olphen has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 17 people have provided feedback.
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